GENERAL NOTES:
1. The top of rail height at this post shall match the height of the adjacent guardrail.
2. Installation of guardrail end treatment type I at the end of a run of rub-rail type guardrail shall require the relocation of the rub-rail as shown.
4. If rub-rail is not applied at post, the channel shall be cut and repositioned behind the post flange.
5. See Standard Drawing E 608- MKBT-03 for Object Marker Type 5 Details.

CONCRETE ANCHOR DETAIL

LAP DETAIL
Class A concrete anchor shall be
3'-0 x 3'-0 deep cylinder or
3'-0 x 3'-0 x 3'-0 cubes

PLAN
One 28" or two 12'-0 W-beam sections

ELEVATION
Post No. 1 & No. 2 length = 8'-0

RUB-RAIL RELOCATION DETAIL
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